
W E D D I N G

To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Sent: Mon, Jun 10, 2019 4:45 pm

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up from June 8

Hello! I cannot even begin to say how amazing Tina and Amanda were - they 

absolutely made our night spectacular! Several days before our party Tina called 

to introduce herself and her timing could not have been better as I was at that very 

moment trying to figure out beverage numbers with the amount of guests we were 

expecting and her expertise was so very helpful. Full disclosure - She had our hearts 

when she told us her brother was our kids beloved Middle School Science teacher 

so we felt an instant connection! That said, she and Amanda just added to the happy 

vibe of close friends celebrating our graduates! They even helped clean up plates 

throughout the night which was really above and beyond kind and allowed us to really 

enjoy every minute of our party! Our guests just loved them too and of course  

I recommended your services for any upcoming events they may have!  

Though I’m sure you don’t need but please feel free to use any of my quotes  

or me as a reference in the future.

Thank you all again for a memorable evening!

All my best,

Julie



W E D D I N G

To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: October 26, 2017 at 10:09:47 PM EDT

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up from October 21

Hi Dianna, 

Saturday went better than I ever could have imagined! Sean was fantastic.  

Thank you both so much for helping to make our day special. 

Michelle



W E D D I N G

To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up from September 2

Date: September 5, 2017 at 9:39:37 PM EDT

All went well! The couple said they had a blast! :)

Thank you for pulling everything together so quickly. 

Amy 

Consider It Done Special Events



W E D D I N G

To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Subject: Re:Thank you!

Date: August 29, 2017 at 1:09:44 PM EDT

Dear Dianna,

Boston’s Best made Manny and Fabiola’s vow renewal an exceptional occasion. I loved 

working with Kim, she is such a sweetheart! My client was very happy with the day;  

he said it was a dream come true! I enjoyed working with you and look forward to 

working together in the future!

Best,

Sophia



W E D D I N G

To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up from July 8

Date: July 12, 2017 at 6:08:42 PM EDT

Hi Dianna,

Thank you so much! Both Sean and Mike were phenomenal. They were highly 

professional and extremely helpful throughout the event. They really went above and 

beyond. 

All the best,

Laura



W E D D I N G

To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up form September 24

Date: September 27, 2016 at 10:14:09 AM EDT

Tina was incredible!! We are on our honeymoon and have limited so I will write more 

when we return, but we loved her!

-Becky



W E D D I N G

To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up from May 28

Date: May 31, 2016 at 9:59:51 AM EDT

Dianna,

I would like to sincerely thank Kim and Sean who went above and beyond  

our expectations. Prep and service were professional and overall outstanding.  

When problems arose on our end (not enough ice, not enough water) they were  

real problem solvers who deflected the stress from Michelle and me and maintained  

a high level of service. All I can say is they were really really great.

Thank you much!

Aaron and Michelle



W E D D I N G

To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up from January 30

Date: February 3, 2016 at 6:19:01 PM EST

Hi Dianna,

Tanya was an absolute rock star. The bar area looked fantastic. 

She managed the crowd well. I think she learned everyone’s name 

and favorite drink in the first 30 minutes!

You will be my first call the next time I’m planning a party.

Warmest regards,

Siobhan McMahon



W E D D I N G

To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up from November 7

Date: November 17, 2015 at 5:00:08 PM EST

Hi Dianna, 

Thank you! The wedding and reception were wonderful! Nicholas and I were rushing 

around a bit, so I didn’t get to meet Tom, but I did get to speak with Tina a few times. 

She was so warm and friendly and incredibly helpful. Every time I looked over to the 

bar she had a smile on her face. I really couldn’t be more pleased with the bar service, 

both the day of and in the weeks leading up to the big event – I will be pleased to 

recommend Boston’s Best to any friends and family planning events in the Boston 

area. Thank you for everything!

I hope you and the rest of your team have a wonderful, safe holiday season :) 

Best,

Katie



W E D D I N G

To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up from October 10

Date: October 12, 2015 at 10:23:21 AM EDT

Hi Dianna,

Thank you so much for checking in! Kim and Val were AMAZING!  

They were absolutely wonderful to work with - thank you so so much!

Whim would like to thank you for the opportunity to work together! We all had a 

fantastic day and Sandra and John were so happy!

I hope we get the chance to work together to make some magic again soon!

Talk soon!

Sarah, Natalie, and the Whim crew



W E D D I N G

To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up from September 19

Date: September 22, 2015 at 9:41:29 AM EDT

Hi Dianna - Everything was so amazing and honestly, we received so many 

compliments from guests on the bartenders. They were very sweet and 

accommodating. Thanks for everything!

- Eric and Brenna



W E D D I N G

To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up from August 29

Date: September 1, 2015 at 8:16:40 AM EDT

Hi Dianna,

Thank you for checking in - Tom was great. He really jived with our crowd and was on 

top of everything from set up to tear down. It was wonderful working with you and Tom 

and I will highly recommend you to any folks hosting parties in the Boston area.

Thanks again!

Kristen



W E D D I N G

To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up from August 15

Date: August 18, 2015 at 7:17:41 AM EDT

Hi Dianna,

John was great! I only heard good things from the guests.  

Thanks for the excellent service.

Best regards 

Leah Roberts



W E D D I N G

To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up from May 25

Date: May 31, 2015 at 8:48:11 PM EDT

Hi Dianna,

While the wedding day was a bit whirlwind for me, afterward, many of our guests 

commented about how pleasant their encounters with Tina were. She took care of the 

bar in the busy times. While people were seated for dinner, she took her service to the 

tables. Once she had her space to set up and her ice, she took care of business from 

there. We didn’t have to worry about a thing. It was nice.

Thanks a lot,

Ben Houston



W E D D I N G

To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: October 18, 2014 at 5:25:53 AM EDT

To: BostonsBestBar@aol.com

Hi Dianna,

Kim and Tom were wonderful to work with. They both were super friendly, professional 

and accommodating. I had so much fun and everything went perfectly. I am glad  

I used Boston’s Best Bartending and would definitely recommend them to anyone. 

Thanks again for all your hard work!

Colleen Nilan Burns



W E D D I N G

To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: October 14, 2014 at 11:41:24 AM EDT

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up from October 12

Hi Dianna,

Everything was great! I believe it was Kim - whichever woman was there earliest - was 

wonderful in organizing everything. Everyone was pleasant and responsive to requests. 

Thanks for the great service!

Lauren



W E D D I N G

To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: October 13, 2014 at 8:08:55 PM EDT

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up from October 12

Hey there, Tina was absolutely amazing! We loved her and she did an amazing job. 

Thank you so much!

Erin



W E D D I N G

To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: September 26, 2014 at 3:13:56 PM EDT

Subject: RE: Customer service follow up from September 13

Hey Dianna, 

Sorry this email has taken so long to get to you, but I was away on our honeymoon 

and didn’t check my emails. I just wanted to say how very impressed Lindsay and I 

were with Tom and Tina. They were unbelievable. Both acted extremely professional 

and were very personable and easy to talk with. Lindsay and I were impressed that 

both Tom and Tina came up to us and introduced themselves. They also made sure 

our drinks were not empty and would come up to us throughout the night to make 

sure everything was okay. Both Tom and Tina remembered everybody’s names and 

were able to remember peoples drink orders. I was given several compliments from 

our guests about how good and attentive the bartenders were that night. Some guests 

even said they were the best wedding bartenders they had seen. We would highly 

recommend your company to friends and family seeking similar services. Again we 

could not be happier with both Tom and Tina. Thank you again and thank you guys for 

helping to make our wedding a success. 

 

~Andrew and Lindsay Davis 



W E D D I N G

To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: September 2, 2014 at 9:48:30 PM EDT

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up from August 29 and 30

Both the bartenders were wonderful. We had a great experience and everything was 

perfect. Thank you so much.

Paula



W E D D I N G

To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: July 30, 2014 at 1:56:14 PM EDT

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up from July 26

Thanks Dianna for checking in. I think everything went off without a hitch, I didn’t 

interact with the bartenders, someone always seems to bring me a drink, i never had 

to go get one myself, but i know my brother mentioned that after his third drink of the 

same kind every subsequent order the very nice bartender asked him “the usual” which 

he enjoyed. I don’t know if that was Tom or Sean but i had no complaints or issues 

what so ever, everyone had a great time.

Thanks so much for all your hard work, it was great!

Jenna



W E D D I N G

To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: July 22, 2014 at 10:34:52 PM EDT

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up from June 28

Hi Dianna, 

Judd but he was very pleasant, professional, and easy going. Both bartenders were 

very professional and easy to work with, and went out of their way to keep guests 

happy, their efforts were much appreciated.

Thanks so much for your all your help with our wedding, we sincerely appreciate it.

Andrew DeLage



W E D D I N G

To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: June 16, 2014 at 4:55:26 PM EDT

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up from June 14

Hi Dianna, 

The bartenders were FANTASTIC! Tina always came over to the head table to refill 

drinks and Tom always knew what the guests wanted! Also, they let us know when we 

were low on stuff so we could call the distributor for more! I think Tina actually called 

the distributor for us!

They were great and if you want Jim or I to post a review anywhere let us know!

Thanks for all your help!

Nichole Fiore



W E D D I N G

To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: May 6, 2014 at 8:17:29 AM EDT

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up from May 3

Hi Dianna,

Tom and Sean were fantastic! They were personable and kept up with the party.  

They ended up setting the whole bar at the porch which turned out great because of 

the weather. People loved mingling on the porch so having the bar there was perfect. 

They couldn’t have done a better job. I would definitely recommend you guys. 

Thanks for such great service!!

Nancy



W E D D I N G

To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: April 14, 2014 at 4:38:27 PM EDT

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up from April 12th

Hi Dianna,

Kim and Sean were absolutely wonderful! They were very professional, personable, 

and did a great job. We heard only good things from our guests.

Thanks!

Megan



W E D D I N G

To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: February 18, 2014 at 1:53:04 PM EST

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up from February 16th

Hi Dianna, 

Everything went perfectly! Sean was a pleasure to work with. Showed up and was set 

up well on time, worked with me about serving water pre-ceremony while holding off on 

the other beverages, cleaned up well and went over the remaining alcohol (which was 

not too much, thankfully). Most importantly, he kept the bride’s 6-pack of Redd’s Apple 

Ale successfully off to the side! 

Thanks again for everything. I will certainly recommend you to anyone in need of 

bartending services in the area. Take care. 

Ryan Johnston



To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: October 21, 2013 1:49:22 PM EDT

Subject: Fwd: Customer service follow up from October 19th

Dianna,

Paul was great. 1-10, I score him an 11. Guests were happy with the service and  

the drinks that were made perfectly. We appreciate him making our evening go so 

smoothly. Please let him know for us.

 

Thanks again for everything.

Jen Godino

W E D D I N G



To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: September 24, 2013 4:12:46 PM EDT

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up from September 21 

Dianna,

Val and Rick handled 150 people beautifully, were on time, very efficient and  

cleaned up. They were friendly and easy to work with and kept the crowd happy.

Thank you very much. They really were great.

Marliese Baltimore

W E D D I N G



To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: September 17, 2013 12:21:57 PM EDT

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up from August 31

Hi Dianna,

Thanks so much for your email and for checking in! Sean and Kim were AWESOME!! 

They truly provided great service - drinks were flowing, guests were happy, and things 

went seamlessly! My husband, Mark, made sure to say a personal thank you to them 

that evening, as we ordered kegs from Craft Beer Central, (which were a hit!) and there 

no issues with the taps. Mark was so happy to have his favorite beers there, and to 

accommodate us in that way was much appreciated and meant so much us!!

Please extend our gratitude to Sean and Kim, as they were such a significant part of 

making our wedding the best day ever!

Sophia

W E D D I N G



To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: August 20, 2013 8:52:18 PM EDT

Subject: Re: Custoemr service follow up from August 10th

Dear Dianna~

As you know we recently used your bar tending service for our daughter’s wedding which took 

place at our home. From my first encounter with you by phone until the final bottle of alcohol was 

packed up after our event, your service far exceeded my expectations. 

When I called initially to find out what your service entailed I was really looking for an  

education on serving alcohol at an event of this type and size in our home. Your experience, 

advice and guidance helped tremendously as we made decisions about the day. Much of our  

concern regarding liability was erased in that first phone call. Having a list of vendors  

to contact for quotes on alcohol was also very helpful. 

When the big day finally arrived, Tina and Kim were our assigned bartenders.  

They introduced themselves and as my husband and I showed them around and explained what 

our daughter and son-in-law had planned for cocktails etc. it became clear that the bar was not 

going to be one of our worries that day. They seemed efficient and personable. 

And that might be the understatement for our day! Over the course of the reception at least  

15-20 people came to me with the sole purpose of telling me how awesome our bartenders were. 

My husband, daughter and son-in-law were hearing similar comments from other guests.  

The general comments were that not only did Kim and Tina remember their drinks but also their 

names and little tidbits from the conversations they had had. By the end of the evening they felt 

like family! They also received high praise for the drinks they mixed but that seemed secondary  

to the personal connections they developed with each of our guests. When the bar closed for the 

evening all the remaining alcohol was packed up to be returned to the distributor and we didn’t 

have to touch a thing - which was fabulous!

I would highly recommend your service to anyone for an event that they are planning and  

I would be happy to speak with anyone who needs a reference. There are often surprises with 

any wedding but I suspect it’s not often the bartenders who are the hidden gems. Please convey 

our thanks to Tina and Kim and be assured that if we have a party that needs a bartender  

in the future we’ll be calling you.

Sincerely, 

Cathy Mandolese and the Mandolese-Louseddes families

W E D D I N G



To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: September 3, 2013 2:04:12 PM EDT

Subject: Re: Custoemr service follow up from September 1st 

The bartenders were great. Very helpful and polite. Thank you for your help. 

Maury

W E D D I N G



To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: August 12, 2013 4:25:24 PM EDT

Subject: Re: Custoemr service follow up from August 10th

Dianna~

I have no words that will be adequate to tell you just how happy we were with  

Tina and Kim!!! 

We just landed at our destination for a much needed vacation. When I return I plan to 

write an appropriate note that will express how much they added to our celebration. 

Also if you have a suggestion for websites I can use to publicly rate Boston’s (2) Best 

bartenders I’d love to do that!

Cathy

W E D D I N G



To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: August 6, 2013 12:37:14 PM EDT

Subject: Re: Revised invoice for additinal hours for labor 

First let me say how much we enjoyed your bartenders! They were so prompt, 

professional and totally in charge of their craft. Im embarrassed to say I don’t 

remember their names but the young lady was AMAZING, took care of every detail.  

I will not hesitate to give anyone looking for a recommendation for BBB a five star 

rating. When the caterers dropped the ball on everything, they worked hard to have  

the place cleaned up quickly. 

 

Thank you for making this event such a success.

 

My very best regards.

W E D D I N G



To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: August 5, 2013 8:57:15 PM EDT

Subject: RE: Customer service follow up from August 3rd

Dianna,

Both Judd and Dylan were top notch professionals and I really appreciated their help.

They were great to work with! 

Thanks for sending them,

Jarrod Millar

W E D D I N G



To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: July 29, 2013 7:57:19 PM EDT

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up from July 26th

Hi Dianna, 

Things went great. Dillon and Tina did outstanding. I got lots of great feedback on Tina, 

and would absolutely request her for any future event.

Thanks

Kevin and Rachael

W E D D I N G



To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: July 23, 2013 4:17:55 PM EDT

Subject: Thank You

Hi Dianna-

Just wanted to send along a thank you to you and your staff for Saturday.  

Your staff was fantastic. They were so lovely and professional and I really think  

they had a good time! 

I am recommending you guys to anyone I know looking for a bartending services.

Thanks again!

Lindsey Woodard

W E D D I N G



To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: July 23, 2013 11:57:33 AM EDT

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up from July 20th

Hi Dianna, 

Thanks for everything! Judd and Brian were rock stars. Everything went swimmingly. 

Many many thanks,

Nathan

W E D D I N G



To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: July 21, 2013 12:40:08 PM EDT

Subject: Re: Hanson/Woodward Wedding 7/20/13

Hi Dianna,

Everything went great last night, thanks to you and your staff!

It was a pleasure working with you and I hope we have the pleasure again!

Caitlin

Catering Manager

Colonial Liquors

Woburn, MA

catering@colonialpackagestore.com

www.colonialpackagestore.com

W E D D I N G



To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: June 4, 2013 11:39:11 AM EDT

Subject: Re: Customer service follow up from June 1st

Hi Dianna,

They were great! Truthfully I was so busy being a bride that I barely noticed their work, 

but all of my guests had a wonderful time! It was great to meet them and talk to them  

at the end of the night. 

Many thanks for your work,

Elizabeth

W E D D I N G



To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: October 9, 2012 3:43:33 PM EDT

Subject: Re: Wedding October 7th

Dianna,

Just had to tell you that Kim and Tom were great! They quickly became  

a huge part in making Sunday evening what people said was the best  

wedding they’d ever been to.

Thanks again for all your help,

Eric

W E D D I N G



To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: October 15, 2012 10:57:10 AM EDT

Subject: Re: Wedding September 29th

Hi Dianna,

Sorry for the slow response, we were away on our honeymoon with limited service.  

Kim and Dave were amazing. I heard nothing but raves from our friends and family 

about them and Chris and I just adored them. 

Thank you so much for a lovely evening. I never had to worry about a thing,  

so thank you for that.

Eileen

W E D D I N G



To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: October 3, 2012 8:49:39 AM EDT

Subject: Re: Wedding September 29th

Judd was fabulous! Thank you so much for all your help. 

Terri & Jim

W E D D I N G



W E D D I N G



W E D D I N G



To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: September 10, 2012 5:12:48 PM EDT

Subject: Thank you!

Hi Dianna!

I just wanted to reach out to thank you and the bartenders. They did such a wonderful 

job at AJ and Jessica’s wedding and the couple couldn’t have been happier! It was 

such a pleasure working with you and your team and I look forward to working with  

you again. Please don’t hesitate to reach out if I can be of any assistance. I’m serious, 

those bartenders you sent were so incredibly kind and were SO attentive to the guests 

and to guest safety - despite an INSANE downpour at the end of the night!  

They were troopers!!

All the best!

Mandy Connor

Owner, Hummingbird Bridal and Events

www.HummingbirdBridal.com

p. 609-234-1075

W E D D I N G



To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: August 26, 2012 7:56:14 PM EDT

Subject: Wedding August 25

Dear Dianna,

We would like to tell you that we had a wonderful wedding last night and part of the 

success was due to the bartending by Dylan. He was very professional, and so  

courteous to all the guests. With him tending the bar, we had nothing to worry about. 

Thank you very much! We will definitely contact you in the future if we need a  

professional bartender, and would recommend your company to our friends and family.

 

Sincerely,

Bob and Bonnie Ricardelli 

W E D D I N G



To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: August 28, 2012 7:57:04 PM EDT

Subject: Re: Follow up from August 25th 

Judd was FANTASTIC I would recommend him to anyone.  

He was funny, professional soooo nice and wonderful to be around.

Ashley

W E D D I N G



To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Date: June 6, 2012 2:32:46 PM EDT

Subject: Re: Follow up from May 19th

Sorry for the late reply ! Have been traveling! Jen was amazing.  

Thank you so much for coming through! 

She was personable, charming and just a delight to have at our wedding! 

Thanks again!

Amanda Casavant

W E D D I N G



To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Sent: 10/12/2011 4:49:57 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time

Subj: RE: Follow up from Rehearsal and Wedding at Essex Conference Center

Hi Dianna,

The service from Boston’s Best Bartending was indeed outstanding. Tom was there  

for the rehearsal dinner on Saturday and it was a real pleasure working with him. 

Guests appreciated Tom’s very helpful advice on drink selections, his efficient service, 

the placement and set-up of the bar. and the respect and kindness that he showed  

to young and old alike. 

The queue at the bar was never more than a few people – an amazing fete considering 

that he was serving almost 75 guests. Kim joined Tom to provide bartending services 

for the wedding reception on Sunday and it was obvious from their excellent teamwork 

and their anticipation of every phase of the event that they had done this many times 

before. For example, when it was time for the champagne toast, I looked over and  

saw Kim filling the last of the champagne glasses. Whenever I walked up to the bar, 

Tom had my favorite wine selection already in his hand. It is wonderful to see true  

professionals at work! 

The incredibly positive recommendations that I received from Cindy about you and your 

company were, if anything, understated. Thank you for the outstanding service and 

please extend my thanks and compliments again to both Tom and Kim. The weather, 

the venue, and the wonderful service from all the support staff gave Thomas, and 

Stephanie the wedding of their dreams. I will definitely be back in touch for any future 

bartending needs. 

All the best, 

David

W E D D I N G



To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Sent: 10/24/2011 6:12:21 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time

Subj: RE: Wedding, October 23rd

 

Hi Dianna - Regis was wonderful and such a pleasure to work with.  

I will recommend him to any parties that I know that are looking for a bartender.

Thanks you

Tracy

W E D D I N G



To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Sent: 9/20/2011 12:39:45 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time

Subj: Re: Follow up from September 10th Wedding, Stetson Hall

 

Hi Dianna, 

Everything went perfectly for the wedding! Paul was great, he went above and  

beyond helping out to pick up and dispose of empties, and was very nice all around. 

He even saved the last bottle of my favorite beer for me :) All in all, I had a great  

experience working with your company and I would not hesitate to recommend 

Boston’s Best to friends or contact you in the future should we require bartending  

services again!! 

Thank you so much! 

- Nicole

W E D D I N G



To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Sent: 9/21/2011 9:24:10 A.M. Eastern Daylight Time

Subj: Re: Customer service follow up from September 17th, Lancaster

 

Tina and Tom were absolutely wonderful! No complaints at all! Good workers! 

Everything was perfect, thank you!

W E D D I N G



To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Sent: 9/8/2011 6:36:32 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time

Subj: Re: Wedding, August 27th

 

Hi Dianna,

Neal & I want to thank you for being so flexible and making things happen for  

our wedding. The bartenders at our wedding were great - guests were naturally thrilled 

at finding themselves with a drink in hand at 10:30 in the morning. We can’t thank  

you enough for the last minute drastic schedule change - the servers we had were so  

professional that you would have thought the bars were supposed to be set up at that 

time all along.

If there is a site or form where we can provide a vendor rave to help with future  

bookings - we would be happy to do so.

 

Thank you again,

Logan
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To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Sent: 9/9/2011 10:28:24 A.M. Eastern Daylight Time

Subj: RE: Wedding, September 3rd

 

Hi Dianna:

I wanted to let you know that our experience with Tina, our bartender Saturday, could 

not have been better! She was wonderful. You guys really helped to make our day 

even more special. I truly appreciate it!

If I ever have the opportunity to use a bartender again or recommend one – it would be 

you all the way!

 

Thanks,

Sara 
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To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Sent: 7/23/2011 2:30:05 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time

Subj: Thank you and a review!

 

Hi Dianna,

We wanted to thank you all for the wonderful job you did at our wedding. We have 

posted the following review at WeddingWire.

All the best,

Amara and Dave

Boston’s Best Bartending (BBB) recently worked the bar at our wedding of about 150 

people. The two bartenders did a flawless job and went above and beyond at several 

key points in the night and fixed some potentially big problems. The best thing--really, 

the only thing that matters with your wedding vendors--is that you can say “They took 

care of it and I didn’t even know about the problem.” And that’s definitely true of BBB. 

There were 3 near disasters at our wedding involving alcohol, all which BBB took care of:

Potential Disaster 1 averted:

Stupid me thought it would be a good idea to use big styrofoam coolers until our actual 

ones arrived with the caterer to get our beer and wine chilling. So, after after a few 

hours of holding ice, beer, and wine, about 3 of the coolers just burst and flooded 

the bar area. If someone hadn’t told me this happened, however, I never would have 

known: BBB cleaned everything up, repacked the booze in the proper coolers, and 

went on with the show.

Continued

Potential Disaster 2 averted:
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If you grew up in the Boston area, you probably have one or more male friends  

who drink too much and turn into “that guy” at weddings: difficult to manage, a little 

inappropriate, doesn’t know when to quit. With my friend, I can personally attest to how 

difficult he can be to deal with. At one point, I strolled into the bar area to get a drink for 

myself and overheard BBB gently but firmly shutting him off. Please, BBB, let me know 

your secret, because he just walked off and didn’t say boo, which never happens.  

On top of that, the kindly bartender apologized to me for having to do that, to which  

I just say: not a problem.

Potential Disaster 3 averted:

Our wedding was in Harvard Square, so lots of people took cabs in. By the end of  

the night, when a big rush of people started leaving, it suddenly started to downpour.  

So bad that walking the 1/4 mile to the cab stand in high heels suddenly became 

impossible. BBB saw the confusion and starting dialing the numbers of local cab  

companies to get people moving. BBB also did crowd control too, calming down  

our tired and confused guests.

And as I thanked BBB for going above and beyond, the bartender very kindly said 

“That’s just what we do,” and I thought that was a good summation of their attitude  

and performance.

Hire these people. You will not be disappointed. They will solve the problems you didn’t 

know you had!
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To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Sent: 7/6/2011 12:00:37 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time

Subj: RE: Follow up from June 18th Wedding, Tucks Point, Manchester Y.C.

 

Hi Dianna,

We were beyond satisfied with our two bartenders at the wedding.  

They were nothing short of spectacular. Every time I looked at the bar, the line was 

minimal and the bartenders were smiling and being warm and social with our guests. 

The transition from the chowder house to the Manchester Yacht Club was flawless 

(or…so it seemed). And the bar was up and running in no time!

Thank you again for everything. I will absolutely recommend your company to every 

one of my friends who are getting married or having a social function in the future!

Thank you!

Ashley
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To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Sent: 6/26/2011 5:03:02 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time

Subj: RE: Follow up from June 17th, Wedding, Endicott Estate

 

Hi Dianna,

The bartenders were great! They knew what they were doing, were friendly,  

and professional. I felt like I could relax and they would do their job without  

my oversight, an important quality when one has a lot to do!  

Thanks, it was a pleasure working with you, too.

Joan Kendrick
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To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Sent: 5/25/2011 11:34:14 A.M. Eastern Daylight Time

Subj: Re: Wedding, May 21st

 

Dianna, thanks for your call, and yes, everything was great. 

Thanks very much to you and to Tom for your professionalism, and for making 

everything so easy for us! We had a fantastic time and will be happy to  

recommend you to anyone looking for a bartending service.

Take care,

Peter
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To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Sent: 3/28/2011 10:12:27 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time

Subj: Re: Wedding, March 26th

 

Dianna,

Everything worked well and the party was a great success.

Regis was excellent - let me know if you need any reference for him.

Thanks,

Ian
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To: Dianna Kinosian <BostonsBestBar@aol.com>

Sent: 7/19/2010 5:00:36 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time

Subj: Re: Wedding, July 16th

Dear Dianna,

Thank you for calling to check up. Everything went very well during the  

7/16 event at the House of 7 Gables in Salem, and we were pleased with 

Regis & Kim’s service.

Haley’s (the package store that supplied the drinks, based on your  

recommendations), provided us with excellent service as well, and you  

should be free to recommend them again.

Your estimate of total drinks to be consumed, by the way, turned out to  

be right on target.

The crowd was well-behaved, and House of 7 Gables complimented us on 

how well the operation was carried out. The only mishap is that someone lost 

an ear ring ... which I mention in the unlikely case either Kim or Regis might 

have heard of someone finding one.

Thank you again, it was a pleasure using Boston’s Best Bartending Services.

Raul de Brigard 
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